
Mosaic SampleBank™ software -
sample management simplified

Mosaic SampleBank helps you to: 

 y Revolutionise your workflows with error free supply chain management

 y Organise your samples as a corporate resource rather than existing in silos

 y Free your scientists from tracking down samples to focus on research

 y Get the most efficient use from your automation and other capital equipment

 y Provide a scalable solution able to grow to meet your future demands

 y Encapsulate best practice for your sample management requirements, based on over 15 years of industry knowledge

 y Hit the ground running – it’s fast to deploy and simple to implement

Mosaic SampleBank™ is a fully optimised, cost-effective software package for small molecule and biological 
inventory management. SampleBank combines inventory tracking, sample ordering and workflow management 
functionality into a pre-configured system that enables seamless start-up. It also has the capability to integrate 
with an extensive range of laboratory instrumentation and automated stores.

Pre-configured

Automation ready

Inventory tracking

Fast to deploy

Scalable

Full audit trail

Find out more at www.titian.co.uk
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Mosaic SampleBankTM 
functionality includes:

Inventory tracking
Never lose a sample. See exactly which samples are where at any time. SampleBank also 
allows a diverse range of sample meta-data to be defi ned and recorded in the same system. 
This includes information on small molecules and DNA-based or blood-derived samples.

Ordering
Powerful, intuitive ordering interfaces for a guaranteed and seamless sample supply chain.  

Automation integration
Reduce human errors in sample preparation and associated data handling by integrating a 
wide range of automated storage, liquid handling and dry powder handling systems.
Mosaic software can also interact with any liquid handler using fi le exchange.

Sample processing
Know everything that has happed to your samples. In-built workfl ow management optimises 
manual or automated sample preparation and incorporates a comprehensive audit trail.

Mosaic SampleBank software off ers you the benefi ts of 
industry best practice in sample management, packaged 
in a format that is cost-eff ective and rapid to deploy.
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